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GIVING

Friends of Dartmouth Medical
School and Dartmouth-Hitch-
cock who attended a black-tie
fund-raising gala on June 5
weren’t there just to have a
good time. The 500 guests
were also doing their part to
support and advance the excel-
lence in teaching, research,
and patient care for which the
academic medical system is
widely known.

Enthusiastic participation
by residents of the community,
faculty members, staff, and
alumni demonstrated the
breadth of support and depth
of commitment that DMS and
D-H enjoy throughout the
 region and beyond. Through
sponsorships, ticket sales, and
a live auction, the successful
event surpassed its fund-raising
goal of $500,000, bringing in
$600,000 in critically im -
portant unrestricted funds.

Gala fund-raiser exceeds goal By Kate Villars

Kate Villars is assistant director of devel-
opment communications for DMS-DH.

DEGREE DAYS: The DHMC Auxiliary renamed its nursing scholarship
program the James Varnum Nursing Scholarship, in honor of Mary
Hitchcock Hospital’s former president. This year, 34 DH nurses who
are pursuing added degrees received assistance from the program.

Doug Williamson, right, DC ’85 and DMS ’93, and his
son, Peter, DC ’12, were among the three generations of
the Williamson family who were present at the gala.

Peter Fahey, DC ’68 and Thayer ’70,
the other cochair of the gala as well
as a DHMC Trustee, is pictured
addressing the guests at the event.

Al Griggs, cochair of the gala and chair of the DHMC
Board of Trustees, and his wife, Sally, were among the
attendees who danced to the beat of the band Skin Tight.

Among those who enjoyed the evening were, above from
the left, DMS Dean Bill Green and his wife, Kathy, and
Bob Thurer, DMS ’68, and his wife, Shari, as well as,
below from the left, Lisa and Phil Ferneau and Tuck
School Professor Sydney Finkelstein and his wife, Gloria.

Dartmouth College’s Leverone Field House was creatively
transformed into an elegant setting for the festive event.
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Fund for DMS sets new record

Alumni, faculty, and friends

of DMS set a new record in

unrestricted giving for the

2010 fiscal year, ending June

30. Gifts for FY10 totaled

$592,000—a 36% increase

over FY09. The Dartmouth-

Hitchcock Annual Fund

also posted strong results,

 increasing 7% to almost

$757,000. Because con -

tributions to the annual

funds are unrestricted, they

provide critical support

where it is needed most.

Rain? No problem!

Heavy rain on the morning

of July 10 only strengthened

the resolve of the 4,500 peo-

ple who showed up to ride or

walk in the 29th Annual

Prouty Bike Ride and Chal-

lenge Walk.  Thanks to their

commitment, and the sup-

port of generous

corporate sponsors,

thousands of individ-

ual donors, and hundreds of

volunteers, this year’s Prouty

raised a record $2.28 million

for Dartmouth’s Norris

 Cotton Cancer Center.

GIVING

for patients, based on the ge-
netic signature of their indi-
vidual tumors,” he explains.

The Wegs’ gift to Norris
Cotton is inspired by both
their respect for its director,
Dr. Mark Israel, and their loy-
alty to their respective alma
maters—Ken Weg is a 1960
Dartmouth alumnus and Carol
is a graduate of Skidmore,
where she also gives generous-
ly. Ken Weg has close ties to
Norris Cotton as a member
of its board of advisors. “Ken
has been an invaluable advisor
and sounding board for me as
the Cancer Center has faced
a rapidly changing and ever
more challenging environ-
ment,” says Israel. “The Wegs’
generous support of our cancer
genetics research demonstrates

a keen understanding of the
opportunities we have to un-
derstand and impact on this
difficult disease.” 

Ken Weg expresses satisfac-
tion at the progress that’s been
made in cancer treatment but
describes it as “a slow grind.”
The future, he says, is in “per-
sonalized medicine, where spe-
cific genetic mutations in a tu-
mor will determine the treat-
ment of choice. That’s why
Carol’s and my interest is in
cancer genetics,” he adds. “It’s
important that research in
this area be properly funded.

Unlocking the genetics of cancer By Kate Villars

For more than 30 years, Ken
and Carol Weg have been on
the front lines of cancer treat-
ment and prevention, both
personally and professionally.
That commitment has taken
many forms, one being their
recent gift to support cancer
genetics research at Norris
Cotton Cancer Center.

And it’s largely due to that
commitment that Ken Weg
has, in Carol’s words, “failed
retirement.” In early 2001, he
retired from his position as
vice chairman at Bristol-Myers
Squibb Company, where his
33-year career was marked by a
major commitment to the
pharmaceutical company’s
 oncology business. But his
 passion for advancing cancer
research, prevention, and

treatment has not diminished,
and Carol is equally commit-
ted to this cause.

Now, Ken Weg is actively
involved with two companies
he has cofounded—AVEO
Pharmaceuticals, a biotechnol-
ogy company working to de-
velop new, targeted cancer
therapeutics, and Metamark
Genetics, a molecular diagnos-
tics company focused on iden-
tifying which tumors will be
aggressive and metastasize.
“This has broad implications
for determining what treat-
ment strategies would be best

Genetics is the key to it all.”
Because cancer has touched

their family, the Wegs have
also supported Fox Chase Can-
cer Center in Philadelphia,
where Ken has twice been
treated for non-Hodgkins lym-
phoma. Like Norris Cotton,
Fox-Chase is one of only 40
centers nationwide designated
by the National Cancer Insti-
tute as a comprehensive cancer
center. Ken Weg has served on
Fox-Chase’s board since 1998
and chaired its recent Centen-
nial Campaign.

Despite these many com-
mitments, the Wegs make time
to relax with their children
and grandchildren at their
home on Mt. Desert Island in
Maine and enjoy their 42-foot
Morris sailboat when the
breeze is up. They also indulge
their passion for adventure
travel, with recent destinations
including Antarctica, the
Galapagos, Machu Picchu,
Asia, and Newfoundland.

It’s probably not fair to say
that the Wegs have “failed re-
tirement” completely, but if
they don’t get an A, it’s more
than compensated by the re-
wards of making a difference
in the fight against cancer.

Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not

enough; we must do.      —Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Ken Weg expresses satisfaction at the progress in

cancer treatment but describes it as “a slow grind.”

The Wegs support cancer research.
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